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Abstract: Using a landscape simulation model, we examined ecological and economic implications of forest policies designed to emulate the historical fire regime across the $2 \times 10^6$ ha Oregon Coast Range. Simulated policies included two variants of the current policy and three policies reflecting aspects of the historical fire regime. Policy development was guided by the management intentions of four owner groups: forest industry, nonindustrial private, state, and federal. Fire severity was emulated with green-tree retention standards; fire frequency was emulated with annual harvestable area restrictions; and fire extent was emulated with harvest-unit size regulations. Simulated disturbance-based policies produced age-class distributions closer to the estimated historical range than those created by the current policy. Within 100 years, proportions of younger forests were within the historical range, while older forests moved closer to, but remained below, historical conditions. In the near term, disturbance-based policies produced annual harvest volumes 20%–60% lower than those produced by the current policy. However, relative costs of disturbance-based policies diminished over time. Our results suggest that if expediting a return to historical age-class distributions at a provincial-scale was a goal, then public lands would be needed to provide large patches of old forest. In addition, this experiment illustrated that distributing costs and benefits of conservation policies equitably across multiple private landowners is a significant challenge.

Résumé : À l’aide d’un modèle de simulation du paysage, les auteurs ont examiné quelques unes des conséquences écologiques et économiques des politiques forestières qui visent à simuler le régime historique des feux dans la chaîne côtière de l’Oregon, un territoire d’une superficie de $2 \times 10^6$ ha. Les politiques simulées incluaient deux variantes de la politique actuelle et trois autres reflétant le régime historique des perturbations. Le développement de ces dernières a été guidé par les objectifs d’aménagement de quatre groupes de propriétaires : l’industrie forestière, les propriétaires privés non industriels, l’État et le gouvernement fédéral. La sévérité des feux a été simule par des normes de rétention de tiges résiduelles; la fréquence des feux a été simulée par des restrictions quant à la superficie récoltable annuellement et la dimension des feux a été simulée à l’aide de normes quant à la taille des blocs de récolte. Les politiques basées sur les perturbations ont produit des distributions de classes d’âge plus proches du domaine historique estimé que celles qui ont été obtenues avec les politiques actuelles. Dans une période de 100 ans, la proportion des forêts jeunes se situait dans leur domaine historique alors que celle des forêts plus âgées s’en rapprochait mais demeurait en dessous de leur niveau historique. Dans un avenir proche, les politiques basées sur les perturbations ont produit des volumes de récolte 20 à 60 % plus faibles que la politique actuelle. Cependant, le coût relatif des politiques basées sur les perturbations diminue avec le temps. Les résultats indiquent que les forêts publiques devraient fournir de grandes superficies de forêts anciennes si on voulait rapidement revenir aux distributions historiques de classes d’âge. De plus, cette expérience montre que la distribution équitable des coûts et des bénéfices des politiques de conservation parmi les multiples propriétaires privés représente un défi important.

[Traduit par la Rédaction]
Introduction

Natural disturbances have been fundamental to the evolutionary history of forest ecosystems such that the continuation of disturbance is essential to maintaining native diversity (Atwill 1994). Some argue that by emulating historical disturbance processes, such as wind or fire, forest management can produce forest composition and structure that is similar to the conditions that supported native biota (Hunter 1993; Swanson et al. 1993; Cissel et al. 1994; Landres et al. 1999; Kuuluvainen 2002). This is considered a coarse-filter approach to forest conservation and ecosystem management (The Nature Conservancy 1988; Hunter 1990; Armstrong et al. 2003). It relies on the assumption that native forest species evolved within a bounded range of landscape conditions, within which there were constant fluctuations driven by disturbance processes (Holling 1973; Swanson et al. 1993; Reeves et al. 1995; Landres et al. 1999). Although many differences between “natural” disturbance and timber harvests cannot be overcome, disturbance-based forest management can be used to find a point on a gradient of conditions that is closer to the outcome expected from a natural disturbance that might result from traditional timber management or current forest policies. Many forest scientists have met experimental conservation goals, through simulations and field experiments, by approximating the spatial distribution (Franklin and Forman 1987; Andison and Marshall 1999), frequencies (Cissel et al. 1999), and residual structure (McComb et al. 1993; Stuart-Smith 2002) of historical fire regimes.

As interest in disturbance-based management grows, there is impetus to incorporate it into forest policy (Bunnell 1998; Andison and Marshall 1999; Armstrong et al. 2003). Few examples of policies explicitly based on natural disturbance regimes exist in North America. Noteworthy exceptions include the British Columbia Biodiversity Guidebook (British Columbia Ministry of Forests 1995) and the Ontario Forest Management Guide to Natural Disturbance Pattern Emulation (OMNR 2001). In both cases, forest management guidelines were set explicitly with historical disturbance regimes as a reference. In contrast to Canada, policy-makers in the United States have been less aggressive in incorporating this approach, but notably, in 2000, new regulations for the National Forest Management Act were adopted (though not generally implemented) and for the first time included a reference to using historical disturbance regimes to assist evaluations of ecosystem sustainability (36 CFR 219.20). Implementing disturbance-based policies in the United States has unique challenges as compared with Canada: whereas most Canadian forests are centrally owned, US forest practices are governed by a variety of policy structures based on diverse land tenure.

The primary objective of this study was to better understand some of the economic costs and ecological benefits of disturbance-based policies applied over a large multistorey province: the Oregon Coast Range. Throughout western Oregon, logging has replaced fire as the prevailing forest disturbance agent (Cohen et al. 2002). This has resulted in dramatic changes in forest structure (Wallin et al. 1996; Spies 1998; Stanfield et al. 2002; Wimberly and Ohmann 2004; Nonaka and Spies 2005) and has reduced the quantity and quality of habitat for many native species (FEMAT 1993). Consequently, there have been calls from scientists (Reeves et al. 1995), natural resource advisory groups (IMST 1999), and policy-makers (Lorensen 2003) to modify Oregon’s forest policies to incorporate disturbance-based management. Within the Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco) forests of western Oregon, several silvicultural and simulation experiments have shown promise for reaching conservation goals using this approach (e.g., McComb et al. 1993; Hansen et al. 1995; Cissel et al. 1999). However, these experiments were restricted to management over limited spatial scales and occurred on a single ownership.

In a related study, Nonaka and Spies (2005) found that neither a continuation of the current policy nor a sudden return of the historical wildfire regime would move the landscape toward the historical range of variability in the next century. Therefore, if the eventual goal is a change in regional forest structure and composition toward historical conditions, a proactive set of disturbance-based policies might be required. The effects of such an approach need to be examined over multiple landowners and at large spatial scales. This study is one of the first to do that.

The recent development of a landscape policy simulator, parameterized for the region (Bettinger et al. 2005), provided an opportunity to examine some likely effects of disturbance-based forest policies. In addition, the published results of a stochastic fire simulator (Wimberly 2002), built for the Coast Range’s historical disturbance regime, presented a useful gauge of the policies’ efficacy. Our specific objectives were as follows: (1) develop and simulate the effects of several forest policies that used the historical fire severity, frequency, and extent, to inform retention levels, harvest rates, and harvest size distributions; (2) compare the simulated landscapes in terms of landscape composition and structure to the range of estimated historical conditions; and (3) compare the simulated landscapes in terms of forest composition and economic indicators to projected conditions under the current policy structure.

Materials and methods

Study area

Our study area was the Oregon Coast Range physiographic province. It contains approximately 2 × 10^6 ha of some of the most productive forests in the world (Spies et al. 2002a). It is bordered to the north by the Columbia River, to the south by the Klamath Mountains, to the west by the Pacific Ocean, and to the east by the Willamette Valley (Fig. 1a). Low but steep mountains with high stream densities characterize the region. The majority of the province is forested and lies predominantly within the Western Hemlock vegetation zone (Franklin and Dyrness 1988). The forest overstory is dominated by Douglas-fir, western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla (Raf.) Sarg.), and red alder (Alnus rubra Bong.).

Two climate zones are recognized. The coastal zone in the northwest is cool with high precipitation; the interior zone, along the Willamette Valley margin and bordering the Klamath Mountains, is relatively warmer with less precipitation (Impara 1997; Wimberly 2002).
Wind and landslides significantly influence stand-level forest structure in portions of the Coast Range (Wimberly and Spies 2001). Historically, however, wildfire was the primary disturbance agent controlling landscape-level forest structure and composition (Agee 1993; Impara 1997). The fire regime was characterized by large mixed- to high-severity fires on relatively long return intervals (Impara 1997). Analysis of macroscopic charcoal sediments, taken from a lake core in the central Coast Range, shows the return interval was relatively stable throughout the 1000 years prior to European settlement (Long et al. 1998). Dendroecological studies revealed fires in the interior climate zone were smaller, more frequent, and less intense than those in the coastal zone (Impara 1997). Throughout both climate zones, surviving “legacy” trees created variable tree sizes and canopy layering; trees killed in fires provided abundant large snags and down wood (Spies et al. 1988; Hansen et al. 1991). Long fire-return intervals produced a landscape typically occupied by greater than 40% old forests (>200 years) in variably sized patches often greater than 10 000 ha (Wimberly et al. 2000).

Since European settlement began in the late 19th century, the Coast Range has undergone significant changes in forest composition and structure. The modern landscape is a mosaic of ownerships and forest structural classes displaying a mix of different management objectives (Spies et al. 2002b). Industrial forestlands constitute the majority of the forested area (~40%), followed by nonindustrial private (NIP) forests and federally managed lands (each approximately 23%), and state forests (~14%) (Fig. 1b). Ownership explains a significant portion of the variability in forest structure; private industrial lands are associated with simplified young forests, federally managed lands with mature forest cover, and NIP lands with a wide diversity of cover classes (Stanfield et al. 2002). Regional timber harvest is primarily regulated by market forces, the Oregon Forest Practices Act (OFPA) for private lands, state forest management plans, and federal land management policy (primarily the Northwest Forest Plan).

Virtually all private lands have been harvested at least once since European settlement (Ohmann and Gregory 2002), and most of the harvest volume has come from clear-cutting (Lettman and Campbell 1997). Old forests (>200 years), which were historically the most abundant age-class (Wimberly et al. 2000; Wimberly 2002), now represent less than 5% of the landscape structure (Ohmann and Gregory 2002). Over the past decade, since the adoption of the Northwest Forest Plan on federal lands (NWFP EIS 1994), the vast majority of timber harvests have occurred on private lands.

Policies governing the modern disturbance regime (clear-cutting) promote a landscape that differs from the historical range of conditions in five primary ways:

1. The legacy of fire severity, as measured by quantity of dead wood and residual trees left after a fire, has shifted from high to low. The OFPA requires only 5 small trees and 1.5 m$^3$ of down wood retained per hectare, whereas wildfires left much larger quantities of residual structure (Spies et al. 1988).

2. The frequency of disturbance has shifted from long to short. Historical fire-return intervals are estimated at 100–300 years (Teensma et al. 1991; Ripple 1994; Impara...
insight into the factors controlling current and future man-
gagement behavior, which were then built into the simulations. The primary utility of LAMPS is to simulate a range of forest policy options to help land managers “think through” the potential landscape-scale effects across all ownerships (Spies et al. 2002b; Bettinger et al. 2005).

Within LAMPS, forest dynamics are modeled at a variety of spatial scales integrated into a larger hierarchical structure. Homogenous response units, called basic simulation units (BSUs), are used to track forest structure and model gap disturbances. They are the smallest spatial unit recognized in LAMPS, averaging about 0.30 ha. LAMPS tracks forest structural conditions and models small gap disturbances at a small spatial scale (0.06–1.94 ha), schedules management activities at a medium scale (10–46 ha), and imposes some constraints on activities at much larger scales (2000 – 800 000 ha) (Bettinger et al. 2005). The ownership group being simulated dictates which levels of this hierarchy are applied. Because of computer memory limitations and the number of BSUs recognized, LAMPS programmers needed to model the Coast Range in six separate pieces. These parts, called megasheds, are divided along fourth-field watershed boundaries (Fig. 1a). The spatial hierarchical structure is described in detail in Bettinger et al. (2005).

LAMPS uses BSUs to project the structural characteristics of forests over time as they grow and undergo natural and human disturbance (Bettinger et al. 2005). Two existing stand simulation models, calibrated for the Coast Range, were used: ORGANON (Hann et al. 1997) and ZELIG.PNW (Busing and Garman 2002; Garman et al. 2003).

Additional details regarding the LAMPS model, including its treatment of growth and yield, recognition of multiple succesional pathways after regeneration harvest, spatial scheduling of harvests, stochastic gap-level disturbance, transition probabilities, and the organization of spatial databases, can be found in Spies et al. (2002c), Bettinger and Johnson (2003), Bettinger and Lennette (2004), and Bettinger et al. (2005).

Overview of the models

Policy simulator

We used the Landscape Management Policy Simulator (LAMPS) (Bettinger and Lennette 2004; Bettinger et al. 2005) to project the effects of several forest policies. This simulation model is the analytical centerpiece of the Coastal Landscape Analysis and Modeling Study (CLAMS), an interdisciplinary effort to analyze the combined ecological, economic, and social consequences of forest policies in the Coast Range (Spies et al. 2002b). LAMPS tracks ownership, vegetation patterns, economic indicators, and biophysical characteristics of parcels of land in relation to their context within the surrounding landscape. A gradient, nearest-neighbor classification of satellite imagery and plot data was used to represent the initial vegetation conditions (Ohmann and Gregory 2002). Embedded in the model was a projection of the expected conversion of forests to nonforest due to urban and rural development (Kline et al. 2001). Topography, climatic influences, and stream networks are explicitly recognized and influence the timing and arrangement of regeneration, succession, stochastic forest gaps, and management activities (Bettinger et al. 2005). LAMPS has the capacity to simulate landscape changes resulting from different policy structures over a 100-year planning period (Bettinger and Lennette 2004; Bettinger et al. 2005).

LAMPS simulations attempt to represent future landscape conditions and timber outputs under plausible management assumptions. To build credibility and realism, LAMPS explicitly recognizes land ownership groups and simulates different management objectives. CLAMS scientists and cooperating agencies conducted surveys of management intentions and engaged in discussions with land managers to provide insight into the factors controlling current and future man-
explicitly defined, it was used as a range of reference conditions from which disturbance-based strategies were developed and assessed.

**The simulations**

Five policy alternatives were simulated in LAMPS. Two simulations modeled anticipated forest management under the current policy structure; they are distinct in the manner that they simulate the actions of industrial owners. Three simulations were parameterized to incrementally introduce a disturbance-based forest policy structure to private lands in the study area. For the purposes of this study, two megahedons in the northwest portion of the study area were treated as the coastal climate zone and four megahedons in the south and east were treated as the interior climate zone (Fig. 1a). Although stochastic windfall disturbances were included, the potential for future wildfire was not considered; as such, timber harvests were the only stand-replacing disturbance simulated.

**Base policies (Base25 and Base25/33)**

The simulations that were designed to emulate the expected management activities over the next century, given the current policy structure, are referred to here as the “base policies”. As we have discussed previously, LAMPS has the capacity to simulate the likely behavior of multiple ownership groups. We briefly outline here the major elements of the simulations.

**Federal**

The scheduling process on federal lands (USDA Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management) was based on the Northwest Forest Plan (NWFP EIS 1994). In late-successional and riparian reserves (approximately 80% of the federal land), thinning in plantations to increase structural diversity and accelerate development of late-successional conditions is the primary harvest activity. After one or two thinnings, the stands are left to develop without further entry. In the remaining 20% of federal lands, categorized as matrix lands, timber harvest occurred through a combination of commercial thinning and patch cuts. To simulate the planned level of activity in the matrix, CLAMS scientists obtained volume targets from the federal agencies to determine the harvest level. They then simulated the allocation of the matrix harvest across the landscape, assuming patch-cut harvests would occur in mature forest (approximately 80–120 years) and commercial thinning would occur in young stands (approximately 30–80 years), as their conditions warranted. Patch cuts averaged less than 6 ha and were selected randomly from the mature forest. Overall, the federal forests constituted less than 2% of the total area harvested within the study area during the simulation period.

**State**

Management actions on state lands were based on the Oregon Department of Forestry’s published forest plans (2001). LAMPS achieved the state’s structural goals by managing for four attributes: (1) the desired proportion of structural stages (regeneration, young, mature, multilayered, old), (2) the desired patch-size distribution of each structural stage, (3) two layers of special management zones near streams, with increasingly protective strategies applied closer to the stream, and (4) special habitat anchors designated for mature and old forest. These structural goals guided and controlled the harvest location and level and the relative proportion of thinning and regeneration harvest. A minimum clear-cut harvest age was set at 45 years, and a 5-year green-up period was required; actual rotation ages to meet the structural goals approached 120 years. Regeneration harvests occurring in matrix lands averaged less than 6 ha and retained 12 medium-sized trees/ha, except for the mid-slope riparian zone in which 35 trees/ha were retained during clear-cutting. Regeneration harvest on state lands constituted less than 3% of total harvest area within the study area.

**NIP**

Several economic, environmental, and social forces influence the behavior of NIP forest owners (Kline et al. 2000). Therefore, to simulate the actions of this diverse group, LAMPS used a probabilistic approach to model harvest decisions that combined historical information and owner surveys with economic analysis. NIP harvest information from inventory plots taken in the early 1990s was used to estimate the probability of commercial thinning and regeneration harvest (clear-cutting) as a function of age (Letman and Campbell 1997). We used these probabilities to distribute the harvest among different ages. Used directly, though, this resulted in a substantial increase in inventory and rotation age over time. This did not seem reasonable, especially since the premium for large trees that was once associated with longer rotation ages has largely disappeared. Therefore, we augmented these probabilities with volume targets, resulting in relatively stable rotation age (approximately 60 years) and much less buildup in inventory. Clearcut size distributions were modeled after the actual distribution of NIP harvests in recent years (as adapted from Cohen et al. (2002)). Other restrictions were consistent with the OFPA, including a 5-year green-up period, a maximum clearcut size of 48.5 ha, retention of 5 small trees/ha, and retention of riparian buffers.

**Forest industry**

Behavior of the forest industry in large-scale studies, such as this analysis, is often modeled under the assumption that these firms will choose forest management practices that maximize the net present value (NPV) of their forest assets (Adams et al. 2002). Alternatively, they can be assumed to focus on providing the highest constant supply of wood to mills while using investment-efficient management regimes (Sessions et al. 1990). In western Oregon, it is likely that industrial owner actions will reflect a blend of the two goals (Adams et al. 2002).

Generally, landowners are assumed to react to policy change in ways that allow them to achieve as high a level of their goal (maximum NPV or maximum sustainable harvest level) as possible (Adams et al. 2002). In the Coast Range, industrial harvest in the last 30 years has shown considerable stability at the regional level, although less stability at the sub-regional level. This trend may continue or there may be a short-term increase in harvest reflective of individual firms maximizing their NPV (Adams et al. 2002). Both hypotheses about industrial behavior are represented below through different simulations. (1) The Base25 simulation set a constant upper limit on hectares clear-cut per 10-year period at ap-
Table 1. Descriptions of the five policy simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Nonindustrial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base25</td>
<td>Simulate the current policy structure</td>
<td>Oregon Forest Practices Act, maximize NPV; never clear-cut more than 24% of ownership in a period tendencias</td>
<td>Oregon Forest Practices Act, historical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base25/33</td>
<td>Same as Base25, except retain 40% of BSUs and 12 trees/ha in the interior zone and 10% of BSUs and 12 trees/ha in the coastal zone</td>
<td>Same as Base25, except retain 40% of BSUs and 12 trees/ha in the interior zone and 10% of BSUs and 12 trees/ha in the coastal zone</td>
<td>Same as Base25/33, except retain 40% of BSUs and 12 trees/ha in the interior zone and 10% of BSUs and 12 trees/ha in the coastal zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim(S)</td>
<td>Same as Base25/33, except emulate fire severity by increasing the number of tree retained in clumps and individual leave trees</td>
<td>Same as Sim(S), except emulate fire frequency by increasing the harvest block size closer to the average fire size</td>
<td>Same as Sim(S), except emulate fire frequency by increasing the harvest block size closer to the average fire size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim(S+F)</td>
<td>Same as Sim(S+F), except clearcut size increased to 250 ha</td>
<td>Same as Sim(S+F), except clearcut size increased to 250 ha</td>
<td>Same as Sim(S+F), except clearcut size increased to 250 ha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim(S+F+E)</td>
<td>Same as Sim(S+F), except area harvest limited to the natural fire rotation (100 years in the interior zone and 200 years in the coastal zone)</td>
<td>Same as Sim(S+F), except area harvest limited to the natural fire rotation (100 years in the interior zone and 200 years in the coastal zone)</td>
<td>Same as Sim(S+F), except area harvest limited to the natural fire rotation (100 years in the interior zone and 200 years in the coastal zone)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: At the federal level, the Northwest Forest Plan applies, while state forest plans apply at the state level. BSU, basic simulation unit (see text for definition); NPV, net present value.

Disturbance-based simulations

The disturbance-based simulations described next were used to incrementally introduce constraints on harvest scheduling that could move forest structure and composition toward the HRV. The parameters used to emulate wildfire — green-tree retention, controls on the rate of harvest, and harvest size restrictions — have been advocated elsewhere as likely components of a disturbance-based policy structure (e.g., The Nature Conservancy 1988; Hunter 1993; Cissel et al. 1999; Lindenmayer and Franklin 2002; Armstrong et al. 2003; Wimberly et al. 2004). Although it would have been interesting to explore every permutation of these policy mechanisms, because of time and space constraints we used an incremental approach that highlighted only three disturbance-based policy scenarios. Throughout these simulations we retained the parameters from the base simulations to manage federal and state lands and focused disturbance-based strategies on private lands, where most timber harvests occur (Table 1).

When developing the disturbance-based policies, we maintained all the parameter settings of the Base25/33 except for those used to emulate the disturbance regime (Table 1). Ideally, we would have used both the Base25 and Base25/33 throughout the analysis. However, we felt the need to choose one because of the computational burden of carrying two hypotheses through the analysis. We chose to use Base25/33 after comparison with Base25 for two reasons: (1) Economic analysis and conversations with forest industry analysts suggest the recent loss of the price premium for larger logs combined with global competition for available capital and markets has shifted rotation ages downward. With the Base25 simulation, it took many decades to work through the older timber and move to the likely target rotation age of 35–45 years — this did not seem realistic. The Base 25/33 simulation achieved the target rotation age sooner. (2) The Coast Range recently experienced a major shift between industrial
that will likely quickly liquidate inventory older than its target rotation age. We believe that the actual schedule will fall between the hypotheses of constant flow and accelerated harvest of surplus inventory.

### Emulating wildfire severity (Sim(S))

Retaining large quantities of trees on-site after a harvest is a frequently cited approach to emulating the heterogeneity of wildfire severity (Hunter 1993; McComb et al. 1993; Bergeron et al. 1999; Cissel et al. 1999). Therefore, the first disturbance-based simulation, termed Sim(S), increased the retention standards on private lands during clear-cut harvest while maintaining the other parameters set in the Base25/33 simulation. After LAMPS scheduled a management unit for clear-cutting in the interior climate zone, 40% of the unit’s area was left in randomly selected uncut patches; in addition, 12 randomly selected trees/ha with DBH >60 cm were also retained. In the coastal climate zone, 10% of the area was left in uncut patches and 12 trees/ha with DBH >60 cm were retained. The difference in fire severity between the two climate zones is consistent with dendrochronological studies in the region (Impara 1997).

A behavioral assumption was made during the development of Sim(S). We assumed that if private landowners were required to retain a significant portion of the trees, they would react by seeking to make up that volume elsewhere on the landscape. Therefore, the per-period harvest volumes reported in the Base25/33 simulation were set as targets in Sim(S). Period by period, LAMPS attempts to match these targets; however, they were rarely met because of other constraints such as ownership boundaries, minimum rotation ages, and adjacency standards.

### Emulating wildfire severity and frequency (Sim(S+F))

To emulate the severity and frequency of historical wildfires we developed Sim(S+F), which used the natural fire rotation (NFR) to control the area cut per period. The NFR is equal to the mean number of years required to burn an area equal in size to the area of interest (Heinselman 1973). NFR, for stand-initiating fires in the Coast Range, is thought to be approximately 100 years in the interior climate zone and approximately 200 years in the coastal climate zone (Wimberly 2002). Although the average fire frequency has been used as a proxy for disturbance-based management in other experiments (e.g., Cissel et al. 1999), it has also received criticism for neglecting the variable nature of natural fire regimes (Armstrong et al. 1999). However, a policy that imposed dramatic shifts in the allowable harvest area through time is particularly impractical. Therefore, we used the NFR evenly distributed over the planning horizon.

There are several ways to incorporate the average NFR into an allowable harvest target. Doing so in a multiowner province such as the Coast Range requires some consideration of equitability between ownerships and subregions. We used the natural fire rotation for all land within a climate zone and then applied the area disturbed per period to only private land. We also maintained the same proportions of the area harvested between ownership classes that were established in the Base25/33 simulation. This method distributed harvests evenly across megasheds within a climate zone. It also utilized the federal forests to provide forest structure older than the fire rotation, thereby preserving all scheduled disturbances for private landowners and reducing economic impact on those landowners.

The following example illustrates the procedures we used to calculate the allowable per-period harvest in each megashed:

1. The Midwest megashed (~530,000 ha) is in the coastal climate zone with an NFR of 200 years; this assumes, on average, 0.5% of the megashed would burn annually, or 5% in every 10-year period. Thus, the per-period allowable harvest in the Midwest was set to 26,500 ha.
2. During the Base25/33 simulation, 87% of the clear-cut harvest was on industrial land, 12% was on NIP land, and 1% was split between state and federal lands. We maintained these proportions by setting per-period allowable harvest targets at 23,055 ha for industry and 3,180 ha for NIP landowners (public lands were left unchanged).
3. These targets were then used to set the per-period gross harvestable hectares; the harvest was reduced further when 10% of the BSUs along with 12 trees/ha were retained within each harvest unit to emulate fire severity (as described in Sim(S)). This procedure was completed separately for all six megasheds.

### Emulating wildfire severity, frequency, and extent (Sim(S+F+E))

Spatial extent is another attribute of wildfire that can be emulated through forest management (Franklin and Foreman 1987; Hunter 1993; Bunnell 1998; OMNR 2001). Because historical wildfires in the Coast Range were very large, we set the size of all industrial clearcuts to 250 ha. Although this represented a 10-fold increase over the average clearcut size in the base policy simulations, it still did not approach the average size of historical wildfires in the Coast Range (estimated at 2220 ha in the interior climate zone and 7300 ha in the coastal (Wimberly 2002)). However, several logistical issues, such as ownership boundaries, adjacency constraints, and model limitations, in addition to behavioral assumptions, led us to set the clearcut size to 250 ha. This scenario is termed Sim(S+F+E).

All parameters developed for Sim(S+F), except those related to industrial clear-cut units, were held constant in Sim(S+F+E). Nonindustrial harvest size remained unchanged; this reflected NIP landowner’s smaller average property size and was consistent with their tendency to harvest smaller units (Cohen et al. 2002; Stanfield et al. 2002). It also maintained a diversity of harvest sizes across the landscape that we felt better emulated the historical heterogeneity of patch sizes. To facilitate an increased industrial clearcut size, changes were made to the parameters controlling the LAMPS harvest scheduling process. The minimum harvest age was reduced from 25 to 20 years. And although LAMPS continues to prioritize the addition of parcels to a harvest unit based on their value, we removed the constraint that required all parcels to be positively valued.

### Policy analysis

To help understand the economic effects, we report volume harvested per period, rotation age, and two income measures. To portray the differences between simulations in the near term, we report the projected average net revenue from
timber harvest for the first 20 years of the simulations. Stumpage rates were set at a 1:1 ratio with harvest volumes and were based on our recent experience in the Coast Range. To portray the aggregate effect on wealth, we report the NPV at two interest rates: 4% and 8%. Four percent might be seen as a low-end, long-term rate that might be used by a private owner (similar to the rate used for analysis by federal forests), and 8% might be seen as a high-end, long-term rate used by the forest industry (Davis et al. 2001).

To portray the ecological effects, we describe the forest condition in terms of dominant age-classes (0–30 years (early seral), 30–80 years (young), 80–200 years (mature), and >200 years (old)) at 50-year time steps. In Coast Range forests, structural development is closely associated with age (Spies and Franklin 1991); therefore, we used age-class as a surrogate for structural class. Age-class was defined as the average age of dominant and codominant trees within each 25 m pixel (Ohmann and Gregory 2002). These structural classes had been defined previously to measure the HRV with the LADS fire model (Wimberly 2002). To allow direct comparison with the LADS output, the LAMPS pixel size was increased to 300 m using a “majority filter” in a GIS.

Results

Rotation ages

Industry

Through the first two periods, industrial rotation ages were similar between simulations. However, by period 3, the different policy structures caused the rotation ages to diverge (Fig. 2). The base policies achieved equilibrium at 38–40 years, although the Base25/33 simulation arrived there two decades earlier. Sim(S) required an abundance of live trees left after harvest; these were eventually cut on the next rotation, which resulted in the most consistent rotation ages: 50–53 years for all but the first period. The constraints on the allowable harvest area in Sim(S+F) and Sim(S+F+E) meant stands were older by the time they were scheduled for harvest. As a result, rotation ages increased throughout the simulation.

NIP

Under the base policy, rotation ages dropped slowly to 60 years and stabilized at that point (Fig. 3). The green trees retained in Sim(S) were cut on a second rotation; this resulted in stable rotation ages through all periods at 67–69 years. The constraints on the allowable harvest area in Sim(S+F) resulted in steadily increased rotations throughout the simulation from 68 to 96 years.

Harvested volume and value

Industry

Over the duration of the simulations, the Base25 simulation harvested the most volume, while Sim(S+F+E) harvested the least (Table 2). Under all policies, hardwoods constituted roughly 20% of harvest volume in the early periods but then diminished as planted conifers came of age. The Base25 simulation resulted in more period-to-period variability in terms of harvest volume (Fig. 2) than did the Base25 simulation. Sim(S) used volume targets derived from the Base25 simulation and therefore displayed similar variability.

The different policy structures had their greatest impact on harvest volume in the early periods. For example, in period 1, Sim(S+F+E) harvested approximately 40% of the volume cut in the Base25/33 simulation, but in period 10, it harvested 80%. This was primarily the effect of older rotation ages (i.e., higher volume stands) in the later periods and the harvest of legacy trees and patches left in the previous rotation. Thinning constituted a small percentage of the industrial harvest volume in all simulations.

The disturbance-based policies reduce the volume and net revenue on industry land over the next 20 years by 25%–60% (~US$120–300 million/year; all dollar values presented are in US dollars), with the impact increasing as more elements of the disturbance regime are added (Table 3).
terms of NPV, similar reductions are associated with an 8% interest rate, since it greatly values revenue in the near term. At a 4% interest rate, though, the NPV losses are somewhat less because of the recovery of harvest in the later periods. This analysis also showed why the Base25/33 simulation might be valued by industry over the Base25 simulation: the difference in revenue in the short term was more than $50 million annually.

**NIP**

About one-third of NIP forest area was converted to other land uses over the planning horizon (Kline et al. 2001); this accounted for much of the declining NIP harvest. Under the base policies, the volume harvested on NIP land was approximately 30% of industrial lands (Table 4). Like industry, harvest volume initially had a significant hardwood component, but this diminished through time. Disturbance-based policies reduced the volume by between 15% and 50% compared with the base policy (Fig. 3). Disturbance-based policies resulted in steadily increasing rotation ages throughout the simulations (Fig. 3). Through the first 20 years, the reduced revenue due to disturbance-based policies ranged from approximately $30 to $70 million annually (Table 3). Unlike industrial lands, the differences in harvest volume between policy alternatives were relatively constant throughout the 100-year simulation. Like industry, the value of the policies was most significantly reduced when emulating the frequency of historical fires. NIP suffered a greater proportional loss compared with that lost by industrial lands. This was surprising at first glance, because NIP lands are concentrated in the interior climate zone, which had the shorter NFR (100 years). However, they are also concentrated in megasheds that contain little public land, therefore, they do not benefit from the lack of public harvest in the way industrial lands do.

**Forest inventory**

The five policy structures produced distinct inventories by the end of the 100-year simulations (Figs. 4 and 5). However, throughout all simulations the majority of federal forests began in the young forest class and moved to the mature class. This was the effect of the aging federal forest and not a result of the disturbance-based policies. Nevertheless, these simulations revealed that less than 10% of Coast Range forests would be in an old-forest condition in 100 years, irrespective of the policy structure.

Under the base policy, early seral (0–30 years) quickly became the dominant age-class on industrial lands; this was primarily driven by the 40-year rotation age (Fig. 4). Trends on NIP lands were similar to those on industrial lands, but NIP owners maintained a higher proportion of their land in the young (30–80 years) forest class (Fig. 4). All of the simulations resulted in an overall decline of young forests associated with the aging federal forests, but the base policies resulted in the most precipitous decline because they also incurred the shift from young to early seral on industrial land. Sim(S) resulted in a near-steady proportion of early seral forest on private lands. In contrast, the reduced harvest level prescribed in Sim(S+F) and Sim(S+F+E) caused more than half of the early forests across all ownerships to grow into the young age-class. Although mature forest abundance increased in all simulations, industrial forests contributed significantly under Sim(S+F) and Sim(S+F+E) and very little in the base and Sim(S).

The future landscape, as simulated here, falls into one of two potential scenarios: (1) Under the base policies and Sim(S), early seral continued to be most abundant and well above the HRV; meanwhile, the proportion of young forests declined to a level within the HRV and the amount of mature forests increased beyond the HRV (Fig. 5). (2) Under Sim(S+F) and Sim(S+F+E), the proportion of early and young forest declined and then stabilized within the HRV; mature forest abundance increased sharply beyond the HRV. A small increase in the proportion of old forests was observed during the later periods under all four policy structures (Fig. 5).

**Discussion**

**Meeting ecological goals across ownerships**

There is growing recognition that conventional strategies for resource protection, both within the OFPA and US forest
policy generally, focus too heavily on site-specific concerns and consequently do not offer sufficient recognition to ecological processes at landscape scales (Franklin 1993; IMST 1999; Spies and Johnson 2003). Though there is impetus for change, landowner actions are typically not considered with respect to adjacent ownerships (Sample 1994; Thompson et al. 2004). Within the OFPA, provisions to protect water quality, wildlife, and soil are all addressed at the scale of a timber harvest unit and are applied uniformly across a region. The OFPA offers few provisions for dealing with the cumulative effects of habitat alteration or resource degradation. Emulating historical disturbance regimes through forest management is a frequently cited way to address this issue (e.g., Lindenmayer and Franklin 2002).

In general, the simulations of current (base) policies developed for this study were consistent with other LAMPS simulations of the current policy structure (Spies et al. 2002b; Bettinger et al. 2005). The primary conclusion of this and other studies was that forest structure will continue to diverge in the Coast Range between public and private lands (Spies et al. 2002b; Nonaka and Spies 2005). In these simulations, private lands were increasingly dominated by dense, simplified early seral and young patches. Simulation of current policies also showed a maturation of federal forests over the projection period (100 years), the effect of federal lands policy. The federal inventory shifted from a near-even split of young and mature forests to nearly all forests in the mature class. Interestingly, this resulted in the proportion of mature forests in the Coast Range moving above the HRV. However, a continuation of these simulations beyond the planning horizon would have resulted in the mature forest aging into the old forest class, which remained well below the HRV throughout the simulation. In sum, the lack of harvest of federal lands did more to move the forest composition of the Coast Range toward the HRV than did any provisions in the disturbance-based policies.

Our findings demonstrate the importance of considering the effects of management and policy decisions across large areas and across all ownerships. Choosing the appropriate scale of analysis for spatial assessments of ecological and socioeconomic change is critical to interpretation (Spies and Johnson 2003). For example, consider a disturbance-based approach to forest management applied only to federal forests in the Coast Range. It would likely include provisions for increased retention, long rotations, and large harvest blocks (for an example from the western Cascades, see Cissel et al. (1999)). Meanwhile, the surrounding private lands, unaffected by the change in policy, would continue to be harvested on short rotations, consistent with their management objectives. The likely outcome of this approach over the long term would be increased similarity to the HRV at a federal forest scale in conjunction with decreased similarity to HRV at a regional scale.

However, even the similarity to historical conditions on the federal forests is subject to scale effects. When measuring the HRV of old forests in the Coast Range, Wimberly et al. (2000) found that the federal forest scale was too small to define a meaningful estimate of the HRV. In other words, variability was too large to create bounds around the historical range of conditions. They determined that, with regard to old forests in the Coast Range, the entire province was the

| Table 2. Industrial clear-cut (CC) harvest volume (vol.) and area (volume expressed in 10^6 m^3 and area in 10^3 ha). |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Base25 | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| 1 | 6.5 | 215 | 214 | 5.5 | 210 | 209 | 4.9 | 205 | 204 | 3.9 | 195 | 194 |
| 2 | 6.1 | 216 | 215 | 5.2 | 210 | 209 | 4.7 | 205 | 204 | 3.7 | 195 | 194 |
| 3 | 6.3 | 217 | 216 | 5.4 | 211 | 210 | 4.8 | 206 | 205 | 3.9 | 196 | 195 |
| 4 | 6.6 | 218 | 217 | 5.7 | 212 | 211 | 5.0 | 207 | 206 | 4.0 | 197 | 196 |
| 5 | 6.8 | 219 | 218 | 6.0 | 213 | 212 | 5.2 | 208 | 207 | 4.3 | 198 | 197 |
| 6 | 6.5 | 220 | 219 | 6.3 | 214 | 213 | 5.6 | 210 | 209 | 4.6 | 199 | 198 |
| 7 | 6.7 | 221 | 220 | 6.5 | 215 | 214 | 5.8 | 212 | 211 | 4.9 | 200 | 199 |
| 8 | 6.9 | 222 | 221 | 6.8 | 216 | 215 | 6.1 | 213 | 212 | 5.4 | 201 | 200 |
| 9 | 7.1 | 223 | 222 | 7.0 | 217 | 216 | 6.3 | 214 | 213 | 5.7 | 202 | 201 |
| 10 | 7.3 | 224 | 223 | 7.2 | 218 | 217 | 6.6 | 215 | 214 | 6.0 | 203 | 202 |
| Total | 75.6 | 2263 | 2243 | 73.5 | 2402 | 2382 | 68.9 | 2483 | 2463 | 54.4 | 1429 | 1409 |

Note: Gross clear-cut (CC) acres refers to the total perimeter of the harvest units, while net clear-cut refers to the area actually harvested after the retention standards have been subtracted.
appropriate scale at which to define the HRV. Therefore, in this example, applying a disturbance-based approach to only the federal forests may push the Coast Range further from its historical condition than would maintaining the current policy structure. In contrast, applying a disturbance-based approach to private lands, as was done here, moved the Coast Range closer to historical conditions than would the current policy. By focusing policy changes on those forests currently slated for harvest, the federal forests can be used to provide large patches of old forest that were characteristic of provincial historical conditions and are unlikely to be found within the private ownerships. We conclude that a regional perspective on a disturbance-based approach to managing federal forests in the Coast Range would include little or no regeneration harvesting.

The costs of disturbance-based policies

Most of the private land under consideration in these simulations is managed for timber production as one of their primary goals (Lettman and Campbell 1997), and our analysis suggests that timber harvest has considerable value — over $500 million/year. Therefore, when assessing potential changes in forest policy, landowners’ judgments will hinge to a significant degree on the economic losses associated with new policies. Further, it is clear from these simulations that a disturbance-based policy structure in the Coast Range comes at a significant loss in revenue to landowners — approximately $100–$300 million/year — depending on the attributes of disturbance being emulated. The magnitude of these costs is reflective of the degree of departure between the modern and historical disturbance regimes. Given this, it is likely that a disturbance-based approach, as simulated here, would be highly unpopular with those who value their forests primarily as a source of timber revenue.

Although these costs may seem high, they were lower than they might have been when compared with other methods of calculating allowable harvest from fire frequency (Armstrong et al. 1999). We used the natural fire rotation for all land within a climate zone and then applied the area disturbed per period to only private land. In effect, the private lands were able to benefit from the lack of harvest on the public lands. Implicit in this approach is a lack of recognition of any other disturbance events, including additional harvest on public lands or wildfires within the planning horizon. In other words, the harvests scheduled in our simulation were intended to be completely compensatory to suppressed fire and other stand-initiating disturbances within the Coast Range. Given the timeframe of our simulations, this simplifying assumption is likely false. However, the rate of exogenous disturbances is unknown; therefore, this method was chosen to illustrate one manner of emulating disturbance frequency that could reduce costs to private landowners. If federal forests were allocated their proportion of the expected disturbance under the NFR, the average rotation age on private lands would increase to 100 years in the interior climate zone and 200 years in the coastal climate zone. Similarly, if

### Table 3. Average annual revenue over the first 20 years of the simulated policy structures and net present value (NPV) over the 100-year planning horizon at two rates of discount (% of Base25/33 in parentheses) for industrial and nonindustrial private (NIP) forests; all values are in millions of US dollars.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy structure</th>
<th>Average annual revenue (first 20 years) Industry</th>
<th>NIP</th>
<th>Total NPV, 4% discount Industry</th>
<th>NIP</th>
<th>Total NPV, 8% discount Industry</th>
<th>NIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base25/33</td>
<td>476 (100%)</td>
<td>117 (100%)</td>
<td>12 013 (100%)</td>
<td>3169 (100%)</td>
<td>5830 (100%)</td>
<td>1505 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base25</td>
<td>423 (89%)</td>
<td>117 (100%)</td>
<td>11 924 (99%)</td>
<td>3169 (100%)</td>
<td>5632 (97%)</td>
<td>1505 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim(S)</td>
<td>353 (74%)</td>
<td>87 (74%)</td>
<td>9 520 (79%)</td>
<td>2489 (78%)</td>
<td>4411 (76%)</td>
<td>1144 (76%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim(S+F)</td>
<td>204 (43%)</td>
<td>46 (39%)</td>
<td>6 615 (55%)</td>
<td>1513 (48%)</td>
<td>2843 (49%)</td>
<td>637 (42%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim(S+F+E)</td>
<td>183 (38%)</td>
<td>46 (39%)</td>
<td>6 091 (51%)</td>
<td>1513 (48%)</td>
<td>2569 (41%)</td>
<td>637 (42%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. Nonindustrial clear-cut (CC) harvest volume (vol.) and area (volume expressed in 10^6 m^3 and area in 10^3 ha).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NIP Period</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Sim(S)</th>
<th>Sim(S+F)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>66 885</td>
<td>66 843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>69 625</td>
<td>69 781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>60 498</td>
<td>60 482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>57 104</td>
<td>55 353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>50 380</td>
<td>48 503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>48 202</td>
<td>46 632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>47 656</td>
<td>46 046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>44 956</td>
<td>43 265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>44 484</td>
<td>42 932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>44 756</td>
<td>43 079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>22.26</td>
<td>534 545</td>
<td>522 917</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Gross clear-cut (CC) acres refers to the total perimeter of the harvest units, while net clear-cut refers to the area actually harvested after the retention standards have been subtracted.
an estimate of the area burned or cut over the next century on federal land could be established, this amount could be subtracted from the allowable harvest area; this would increase the costs of the policy.

Implementing a policy structure similar to Sim(S+F) or Sim(S+F+E) would require the state to allot an allowable harvest area over multiple private ownerships. We allocated harvests at the megashed scale (collections of large watersheds) to ensure harvesting was spread across every region of the Coast Range. We also chose to maintain the current ratio of area harvested between NIP and industrial land within a megashed. Our intention was to distribute the impact of policies evenly within a subregion. Because the amount of harvest was rationed based on the expected area burned given the total hectares within a megashed, those megasheds with large percentages of public land allocated more harvest area to private land. In other words, private owners who shared their megashed with abundant public land had proportionately more harvestable area than private owners in megasheds with little public land. This, like most methods of allocating allowable harvests, could raise substantial equity concerns with regard to the way forest policies are implemented on a multiowner province. Policy-makers would likely face several trade-offs and potential legal hurdles to coordinate harvest levels across multiple private landowners (Thompson et al. 2004).

In Sim(S+F+E), emulating the extent of disturbance events was represented through a constraint that required all industrial harvests be 250 ha. This represented a 10-fold increase above the average clearcut size in the base policies; however, it did not approach the average historical fire size. The larger 250 ha harvest units resulted in an additional 8% reduction in total harvest volume. This was due to the loss of flexibility in choosing harvest units. Although LAMPS continued to prioritize on value, it was forced to harvest stands of multiple ages that were the legacy of previous harvests. Often this resulted in harvesting trees that were not economically mature. The costs of Sim(S+F+E) would likely be reduced in a “real world” setting because we have not accounted for any savings associated with the economics of scale or other more flexible options of aggregating harvests.

Our estimates of lost revenue should be seen as the maximum cost of the disturbance-based policies devised for this study, for three reasons: (1) Although we believe these are plausible harvest volumes, we may have over estimated the rate of harvest on private land during the base policies. As we noted, our projection assumed an increase above what NIP has harvested historically. It is possible that the harvest level projected by Sim(S) will be closer to the actual level, since this resulted in rotation ages consistent with what has been witnessed over the past several decades. On industry lands, in both base policies, we assumed rotation ages would drop to 40 years in the first few decades. Here, the initial pulse of harvest that we simulated to achieve a 40-year rotation represents a higher harvest rate than has been witnessed historically. If the base harvest volumes turn out to be too high, then the relative costs of the disturbance-based policies will be smaller than we have portrayed. (2) The forest industry and NIP owners might react to constrained clear-cut rates by significantly increasing their partial cutting. We did not model this potential reaction. It is likely that policy-makers would need to explicitly define what constitutes a thinning versus a clearcut with increased retention levels if this type of policy were developed. But it is probable that private landowners would increase partial cutting to the extent that is lawful to recover revenue lost from clear-cutting restric-
tions. (3) In scenarios where regional harvest volume was reduced significantly, it is likely that prices would increase in response, as was the case when the federal forests dramatically reduced their harvest in the mid 1990s (Wear and Murray 2004). The potential increase in stumpage prices would offset some of the costs associated with the disturbance-based policies.

The magnitude of lost revenue is sensitive to the assumed stumpage prices, which were based on recent experiences in the Coast Range. They provide one example of the real cost differences between policies. But real differences between policy scenarios are likely less reliable than relative differences. The real values are useful, however, to help understand the economic magnitude of timber harvests and the magnitude of landowner resistance to the potential changes in forest policy.

The costs described in this experiment are unique to the ownership pattern within the Oregon Coast Range, its historical disturbance regime, and the manner in which we chose to emulate it. Thus, this approach gives a quantitative “first approximation” of the cost of disturbance emulation in a coastal temperate forest with relatively long fire-return intervals. If this methodology were applied to a region characterized by shorter fire-return intervals and (or) higher severity fires, the costs could be substantially reduced. This may help explain why disturbance-based forestry has been more widely embraced in the boreal forests of Canada and Fennoscandia (e.g., British Columbia Ministry of Forests 1995; OMNR 2001; Kuuluvainen 2002).

Narowing the gap between historical and modern disturbances

In this study, three attributes of the region’s historical fire regime were incorporated into forest policy: the live-tree legacy, the average rate of fires, and the spatial extent of individual fires. Several other attributes could potentially be incorporated into forest policy that may narrow the gap between historical and modern regimes. For example, postfire landscapes contained large quantities of down and standing dead wood that persisted for centuries (Spies et al. 1988). Although it was not included here, a disturbance-based policy structure could easily accommodate a dead-wood requirement. Another major deviation between historical and modern forest structure relates to regeneration. Natural regeneration after
variable-intensity fires typical of the Coast Range is unpredictable and produces complex forest structure at both the stand and landscape levels (Franklin and Dyrness 1988; Wimberly and Spies 2001); in contrast, current policy requires high-density plantations that are “free to grow” within 5 years of harvest. To reduce the discrepancy, variable-density planting, or some level of natural regeneration, could potentially be incorporated into forest policy. The spatial distribution and pattern of mortality is another point of divergence that may be alleviated through management. From a managerial perspective, it would be possible to configure harvest units across a landscape in a manner more consistent with an expected pattern of wildfire.

No amount of effort and creativity will ever devise a way for timber harvest to exactly mimic the natural disturbance regime. They are fundamentally different processes. The most obvious distinction is the removal of trees that, when remaining after a disturbance, provide food and habitat, affect microclimate, and influence subsequent disturbances. In the case of fire, the comparison is between a mechanized and a chemical process; this results in untold differences in the ecology of the soil and hydrologic functions. In temperate ecosystems, such as the Coast Range, disturbance-based management means emulating a complex system of many small and a few large fires on long fire-return intervals. This may lead to smoothing the rate of disturbance to accommodate something akin to even flow (Armstrong et al. 2003). The resulting difference between the two disturbance regimes has been described as a “press versus a pulse” and has been shown to affect community composition in different ways (Bender et al. 1984). Therefore, simply using the average rate of disturbance, spread out over time, will not necessarily have the desired ecological effects. For these reasons, if the disturbance-based approach is used for conservation, it may be prudent to count it as one among several conservation strategies including a reserve system and other coarse- and fine-filter strategies.

**Limitations and scope**

The consequences of changing forest policy must be considered over large spatial and temporal extents, larger than could reasonably be explored through field experiments. Hence, landscape simulation models are valuable exploratory tools during policy development and are frequently used to compare management strategies over large areas and long time frames (e.g., Wallin et al. 1996; Johnson et al. 1998; McCarter et al. 1998; Cissel et al. 1999; Hemstrom et al. 2001; Spies et al. 2002b; Swanson et al. 2003). However, like all models, LAMPS is a simplification of reality and the realities of human and forest dynamics are immeasurably complex. The architects and programmers of LAMPS incorporated human population growth estimates, stochastic gap-level disturbances, management intentions for specific ownerships, peer-reviewed tree-growth models, and several other components into their simulator. Still, the trends and generalities produced by LAMPS should not be seen as predictions about the future; rather they should be viewed as a projection of the implications of a specific set of policies, physical and economic relationships, and assumptions about how landowners attempt to achieve their goals.

In many ways, using a fixed set of policies that result in predictable harvest behavior is incongruous with emulating a stochastic and highly variable disturbance regime. On the other hand, a more authentic approach to disturbance emulation, such as creating forest policies that vary unpredictably over time and space, would certainly be socially unattainable. In the simulations we have presented here, we have simply adjusted conventional policy mechanisms in ways that may move the landscape toward the range of conditions that existed under the historical fire regime. The disturbance events themselves, their timing, and their spatial distributions bear little resemblance to what an uninhibited fire regime might yield over the same time frame.

A number of factors, such as future climate change and wildfires, were not included in this analysis. With regard to future changes in climate, the Coast Range is a comparably stable region to simulate a century of vegetation growth. However, much uncertainty remains and projections must be framed within the context of what is known and unknown. Average temperature is expected to rise moderately during the next century throughout the Pacific Northwest (Bachelet et al. 2001). Many models predict that this will be buffered by increased winter precipitation (Hamlet 2004); however, the timing of this is confounded by a drought that is occurring on a continental scale (Nielson 2004). The Coast Range, like most forested regions, will experience changes in disturbance regimes that will impact the composition and configuration of vegetation (Dale et al. 2001; Nielson 2004). Summer droughts, higher temperatures, and increased biomass production may result in more frequent fires and hinder fire suppression. This could shorten fire-return intervals and increase the severity of the disturbances, which would shift the disturbance regimes modeled here. On the other hand, increased precipitation may offset higher temperatures to the degree that the fire-return interval lengthens. Given these uncertainties, the LAMPS simulations should be viewed with caution and an eye to the unknown. Future analysis will examine in more detail how different climate change scenarios might play out in Oregon’s Coast Range.

Wildfires have consumed very little acreage over the last 50 years in the Oregon Coast Range, but we can expect that they will occur at some level and modify these projected structures. When they occur on private forests, they would only slightly alter what we have shown. When they occur on federal land, though, they will reduce the proportion of mature and old forests while increasing the proportion of early and young forests and thus reduce the amount of permitted harvest on private lands. Thus, the levels of mature and old forest shown here should be seen as upper limits on what might occur.

**Summary and conclusions**

Emulating regional disturbance regimes through forest policy is a frequently cited way to implement coarse-filter conservation. We explored this hypothesis in a coastal temperate forest province containing multiple ownerships and management objectives. The LAMPS model was used to simulate a range of policy alternatives over the next century. To emulate the mixed severity of wildfires, we used green-tree retention, both in clumps and individual trees — retention
levels were higher in the drier interior climate zone than they were in the wetter coastal climate zone. We also incorporated the natural fire rotation of each climate zone into annual harvest targets to match the frequency of fire. Finally, the clearcut size limit was increased to emulate the historical fire size.

These changes represented major departures from the current policies governing timber harvest in the region. Still, the ownership mosaic, the different policies that govern that mosaic, and the legacy of timber harvest will prevent disturbance-based policies from completely returning the landscape to the historical range of variability. That notwithstanding, these policies did result in an age-class distribution closer to historical conditions than those created by the current policy structure.

We attempted to incorporate disturbance-based policies in ways that minimized the cost to private landowners. In this context, our simulations suggested that policies attempting to reproduce historical conditions would require federal forests to provide large patches of old forest that were common on the historical landscape. The large patches of old forest were a defining feature in the historical landscape; therefore, ensuring their presence is a necessary part of any coarse-filter strategy. The approach, as applied in the simulations, used federal lands to provide them, and this dampened the economic impact to private landowners as compared to a region with no public lands. Despite this benefit, the policies resulted in significant costs to private landowners, as much as a 60% reduction in annual volume and revenue to private landowners.

Should we therefore assume that a coarse-filter approach is not a practical way to reach society’s conservation goals? Are we better off continuing with the fine-filter, species-by-species approach to conservation? Certainly, this analysis cannot fully answer that question. However, we can say that it was the degree of departure from historical conditions that resulted in the costs of our approach. In the long term, the disturbance-based policies allowed significant timber harvest while also meeting many landscape-level conservation goals. The near-term costs are, in one sense, paying for the alteration of the landscape over the last century.

In a related context, a disturbance-based approach may have some economic advantages over a fine-filter approach, whose entire commodity base may hinge on the status of a single species. The listing of the Northern spotted owl (Strix occidentalis) under the federal Endangered Species Act provided a poignant example of the potential economic impact of conserving habitat for one threatened species. Increasingly, alterations to the historical Coast Range landscape are resulting in endangered species listings, such as the marbled murrelet (Brachyramphus marmoratus) and coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch). Thus, the costs presented here may not necessarily be unique to a coarse-filter approach: they may be the costs of meeting conservation goals generally.
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